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Abstract
Questions around the technical and political feasibility of deep mitigation scenarios assessed by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change have increasingly been raised as have calls for more
directly analyzing and incorporating aspects of justice and fairness. Simultaneously, models are
increasing the technical representation of novel carbon-dioxide removal (CDR) approaches to
provide policy-relevant analyses of mitigation portfolios in the context of the rising number of
net-zero CO2 and GHG targets made by parties to the Paris Agreement. Still, in most cost-effective
mitigation scenarios developed by integrated assessment models, a significant portion of
mitigation is assumed to take place in developing regions. We address these intersecting questions
through analyzing scenarios that include direct air capture of CO2 with storage (DACCS), a novel
CDR technology that is not dependent on land potential and can be deployed widely, as well as
regional variations in institutional capacity for mitigation based on country-level governance
indicators. We find that including novel CDR and representations of institutional capacity can
enhance both the feasibility and fairness of 2 ◦C and 1.5 ◦C high-overshoot scenarios, especially in
the near term, with institutional capacity playing a stronger role than the presence of additional
carbon removal methods. However, our results indicate that new CDR methods being studied by
models are not likely to change regional mitigation outcomes of scenarios which achieve the 1.5 ◦C
goal of the Paris Agreement. Thus, while engineered carbon removals like DACCS may play a
significant role by midcentury, gross emissions reductions in mitigation pathways arriving at
net-zero CO2 emissions in line with 1.5 ◦C do not substantially change. Our results highlight that
further investment and development of novel CDR is critical for post-net-zero CO2 mitigation, but
that equitable achievement of this milestone will need to arrive through technical and financial
transfers, rather than by substantial carbon removals in developed countries before mid-century.

1. Introduction

International and domestic strategies and policies
to achieve global climate objectives are informed by
scenarios developed with integrated energy-economy
models (van Beek et al 2022). These scenarios in

turn take into account current, and make assump-
tions about the future, evolution of technical, social,
and political systems. There is an emerging con-
sensus that the current generation of mitigation scen-
arios do not adequately capture certain limitations on
the feasibility of socio-political transitions to achieve
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the stringent emissions reductions presented in path-
ways, e.g. assuming developing countries not only to
scale-up new technologies quickly but also to phase-
out a relatively young coal electricity generation fleet
(Brutschin et al 2021b, 2022, Vinichenko et al 2023).
Scenarios assessed by the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) are also critiqued for omit-
ting aspects of equity and fairness while arriving at
global and regional mitigation futures (Klinsky and
Winkler 2018).

Yet, it is still necessary to bridge current realit-
ies with possible futures as enshrined in international
treaties. It is clear that there remains a large emis-
sion gap between current aggregated national climate
pledges and pathways consistent with the 1.5 ◦C goal
of the Paris Agreement (Ou et al 2021, den Elzen et al
2022). At the same time, Parties to theUNFramework
for Climate Change (UNFCC) have increasingly put
forward ambitious long-term net-zero targets, bring-
ing the 1.5 ◦C goal in sight if those long-term pledges
were to be met in full and combined with more
ambitions near-term mitigation (Höhne et al 2021,
Meinshausen et al 2022). By pledging to achieve either
net-zero CO2 or greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions,
Parties implicitly pledge to remove CO2 from the
atmosphere, which may not be well understood by
all Parties (Mohan et al 2021). To date, the mod-
els underpinning IPCC assessments have represen-
ted only a handful of carbon removal technologies,
limiting their ability to provide guidance on options
to achieve such targets (IPCC 2022). Understanding
howglobal net-zero emissions futures can be achieved
while taking on board concerns of feasibility and fair-
ness is critical for mitigation scenarios to provide
guidance to policymakers.

In this article, we provide a multi-dimensional
assessment of future mitigation pathways in line with
the Paris Agreement 1.5 ◦C target, as well as 1.5 ◦C
high overshoot and 2 ◦C scenarios consistent with
IPCC C1, C2, and C3 categories, respectively. We
address the recent calls in the latest Working Group 3
(WG3) IPCC report and literature (Rueda et al 2021)
to include a broader portfolio of negative emissions
technologies (NETs) and explore how the inclusion
of direct air capture of CO2 with storage (DACCS)
as an additional mitigation option impacts some of
the concerns across a wide range of scenarios that
reach net zero CO2 emissions. DACCS is of partic-
ular interest because of its active development and
deployment at present (Smith et al 2023) and poten-
tial to deliver large levels of carbon removal without
straining other sustainable development priorities,
like food security and biodiversity degradation (Qiu
et al 2022). We account for socio-political feasibil-
ity issues by explicitly limiting emissions reductions
in different regions based on projections of institu-
tional capacity (Pianta and Brutschin 2022). We then

explore whether, and to what degree, the resulting
scenarios have increased the feasibility and fairness of
global and regional mitigation outcomes. Assessing
the potential role of novel CDR such as DACCS in
combinationwith institutional risks addresses a num-
ber of the recent criticisms pertaining to feasibility
and fairness in scenarios: (1) DACCS is not con-
strained by biomass-based resource potentials and
thus could be deployed faster and at a larger scale in
developed economies, (2) questions remain whether
early development and deployment of technologies
like DACCS could provide a hedge against futures
where mitigation is delayed and (3) capability (to
implement mitigation policies) is often considered as
one possible effort sharing principle (van den Berg
et al 2020), and accounting for heterogeneity in insti-
tutional capacity directly in scenario design could
lead to a better understanding of what implications
are for specific mitigation options such as the timing
and scale of deploying new technologies or phasing
out fossil fuels.

Our results highlight that the effort to limit warm-
ing to 1.5 ◦Cdoes notmaterially change when consid-
ering novel forms of carbon dioxide removal (CDR)
like DACCS owing to the rapid near-term emis-
sions reductions required. For less stringent climate
goals, we investigate what role novel CDR plays under
different assumptions of technoeconomic progress
and evolution of regional institutional capacity. We
highlight risks of dependency on unproven carbon
removal while also discussing the role such technolo-
gies could play in futures where developing countries
do not reduce emissions in line with rates shown by
cost-effective scenarios developed by global models.

2. Methods

To date, MESSAGEix-GLOBIOM (Havlík et al 2014,
Fricko et al 2017, Huppmann et al 2019) includes two
primary CDR options: A/Reforestation (AR) and bio-
mass with carbon capture and storage (BECCS). In
this study, we extend the model by adding DACCS,
including representations of both high-temperature
(HT) aqueous sorbent systems (Keith et al 2018) as
well as low-temperature (LT) solid sorbent systems.
Both DACCS systems require electrical energy to run
system components, e.g. compressors and contactors,
as well as thermal energy to regenerate chemical sorb-
ents. In our model set up, electrical energy is taken
directly from the power grid, while thermal energy
can either be generated by a heat pump or by burning
natural, hydrogen, or synthetic gas (see SI S1). Both
DACCS systems are characterized as energy intens-
ive and expensive mitigation options (Gambhir and
Tavoni 2019). Capital expenditure estimates range
widely from around 100 (Fuhrman et al 2021, Stler
et al 2021) to over 2000 (Committee on Developing
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a Research Agenda for Carbon Dioxide Removal and
Reliable Sequestration et al 2019, Fasihi et al 2019)
US$/tCO2 captured, depending on the system con-
figuration. Energy input assumptions in the literat-
ure vary by system type, with HT systems requir-
ing between 1.3 and 5.5 GJ tCO−2 of electric input
(Fasihi et al 2019, Realmonte et al 2019, Fuhrman
et al 2021) and 5.3–8.8 GJ tCO−2 of heat input
(Fasihi et al 2019, Realmonte et al 2019), while LT sys-
tems require between 0.6 and5.5 GJ tCO−2 of elec-
tric input (Realmonte et al 2019, Fuhrman et al 2021)
and between 3.4 and 7.5 GJ tCO−2 of thermal input
(Committee on Developing a Research Agenda for
Carbon Dioxide Removal and Reliable Sequestration
et al 2019, Fasihi et al 2019). We attempt to span
cost and energy consumption parameters across those
found in the literature in our scenario set (see SI S2).

To assess the sensitivity of our outcomes to het-
erogeneity in institutional capacity, we employ a CO2

emissions reduction constraint on all regions within
our model framework. Institutional capacity of given
country could be proxied through many different
indicators (Pianta and Brutschin 2022). For example,
there are in total six governance indicators provided
by the World Bank (Kaufmann et al 2010). We pro-
pose to focus on government effectiveness as it cap-
tures the perceptions of quality of public services
and thus reflects a country’s capacity to implement
policies (Brutschin et al 2021b). For the projections
of Government Effectiveness into the future we rely
on the approach developed by Andrijevic et al (2020),
who projected governance indicators along the SSPs
using GDP per capita, gender equality and levels of
education as the main predictors. Our assumptions
are driven by the insights of the past research on the
links between institutional capacity and mitigation
capacity (Levi et al 2020, Brutschin et al 2022) but
we also explore empirical links between government
effectiveness and other pollution measures in addi-
tional analyses (see SI S3). Based on those insights
we propose an empirically grounded approximation
of yearly carbon reduction levels that vary depending
on the level of government effectiveness for a given
region. This way we more comprehensively repres-
ent that some regionsmight not have the institutional
capacity to implement all mitigation policies in the
near future.

To systematically evaluate our set of scenarios
we focus on the concepts of feasibility (Jewell and
Cherp 2020, Brutschin et al 2021b) and fairness
(Fyson et al 2020, Rajamani et al 2021, Pachauri et al
2022). Feasibility of a mitigation scenario is a con-
text dependent (Jewell and Cherp 2020), multidi-
mensional and intertemporal concept (Brutschin et al
2021b). The recent evaluation of mitigation scenarios
in the IPCC’s 6th Assessment Report (AR6) found
that lack of institutional capacity in many regions to
effectively reduce emissions in the near term is one of
the main feasibility concerns across almost all 1.5 and

2 ◦C scenarios (IPCC 2022), in line with a large body
of political economy research (Aklin and Urpelainen
2013, Jewell et al 2019, Levi et al 2020, Brutschin,
Brutschin et al 2021a). We assess trade-offs along the
following key indicators highlighted in past literature:
(1) levels of biomass in primary energy (Creutzig et al
2021), (2) yearly carbon storage rates (Warszawski
et al 2021, Grant et al 2022), (3) speed of solar and
wind scale-up (Brutschin et al 2021b), (4) patterns
in coal phase-out (Brutschin et al 2022, Vinichenko
et al 2023). We apply feasibility thresholds as defined
in SI S4 based on medium and high levels of concern.
We assess equity across our modeled pathways using
an equal cumulative per capita based method for
regional emissions until global net-zero CO2 (Gignac
and Matthews 2015, van den Berg et al 2020, Ganti
et al 2023).We quantify this approach in two ways: (i)
applied between 2020—net zero CO2 and (ii) applied
between 2020—net zero CO2, but accounting for car-
bon credit or debt between 1990 and 2019—see SI S6
(Gignac andMatthews 2015). The former is based on
principles of equality, while the latter also accounts
for historical responsibility (Höhne et al 2014).While
these do not span the range of principles and indic-
ators from the equity literature (Dooley et al 2021),
these approaches allow us to provide a first order eval-
uation of the presence (or absence) of a fairness signal
when DACCS and governance-based constraints are
applied.

3. Results

We explore scenarios across four main dimensions,
including long-term climate policy targets, DACCS
annual growth rates, DACCS technoeconomic para-
meters, and degree of institutional capacity to enact
stringent mitigation policy (see table 1 and SI S5).
Global carbon emissions associated with three IPCC
scenario categories, namely C1 (1.5 ◦C with no
or limited overshoot, cumulative budget of 500 Gt
CO2 from 2018, see (Riahi et al 2021)), C2 (1.5 ◦C
with high overshoot, 700 Gt CO2 budget), and C3
(likely 2 ◦C, 1000 Gt CO2 budget) (IPCC 2022) are
shown in figure 1. Across all categories, scenarios
with DACCS systematically show weaker near-term
emissions reductions in favor of stronger medium-
term emissions reductions and earlier global net-
zero CO2 timings, irrespective of other assumptions
around technoeconomic parameters or institutional
capacity. 2 ◦C scenarios remain feasible (i.e. a feas-
ible solution to the optimizationmodel can be found)
when varying institutional capacity constraints across
SSPs and DACCS diffusion assumptions. 1.5 ◦C scen-
arios with high overshoot are feasible only when we
assume SSP1 governance trajectories. While 1.5 ◦C
with no or limited overshoot scenarios are feas-
ible with and without DACCS under the assump-
tion of cost-effectiveness, we find that only a 1.5 ◦C
scenario with unconstrained DACCS growth remains
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Table 1. Key dimensions varied across assessed scenarios. (∗) The additional 5% diffusion can be achieved through additional costs in
the model (see main text).

Climate
DACCS maximum

diffusion

DACCS
technoeconomic
assumptions Governance assumptions

Target
Cumulative carbon
Budget Label Value Label Value SSP Scenario Value

1.5 C 500 Gt Low 5% Low See SI table 2 SSP1 See SI table 4
1.5 C-OS 700 Gt Medium 10% Medium See SI table 2 SSP2 See SI table 4
2 C 1000 Gt High 10%+ 5%∗ High See SI table 2

Figure 1. Global CO2 emissions pathways across scenarios analyzed in this study. In light blue are as-likely-as-not 1.5 ◦C scenarios
(IPCC C1 equivalent), in green are 1.5 ◦C high-overshoot scenarios (IPCC C2), and in purple are likely 2 ◦C scenarios (IPCC
C3). Scenarios without DACCS are shown with dashed lines, scenarios with institutional governance constraints are shown with
dots, and the full range across all considered technoeconomic sensitivities is shown as a shaded area.

feasible when we apply constraints on institutional
mitigation capacity regardless of governance traject-
ory assumed (see Discussion), noting that our res-
ults are focused around scenarios which correspond
to SSP2-consistent technoeconomic transformations
and other assumptions.

3.1. DACCS contribution to global mitigation
DACCS deployment until mid-century in assessed
pathways is governed by the assumed maximum
scale-up rates and stringency of climate target
(figure 2), confirming the observations in other stud-
ies (Realmonte et al 2019, Fuhrman et al 2021). In
our highest diffusion case, DACCS achieves 5 Gt CO2

of removals annually by 2050 for both 1.5 ◦C with no
or limited overshoot and 1.5 ◦C with high overshoot
cases, in line with estimates from (Fuss et al 2018).
Scale-up ismost rapid formore stringent temperature
targets in the near-term, but ultimately less DACCS is
deployed as energy processes creating residual emis-
sions have largely been phased out in the second
half of the century. After net-zero CO2 emissions are
achieved globally, DACCS continues to play a role
in overall mitigation which is largely dependent on
technoeconomic assumptions in our scenario set up

rather than growth assumptions or even the climate
target of interest, because CO2 emissions maintain
net-zero levels after initial achievement around mid-
century, resulting in a longer-term equilibriumwhere
the relative cost of DACCS compared to other abate-
ment options determines its relative contribution
mitigation globally. While DACCS does play a sup-
porting role in reducing emissions in the near-term
across scenarios, this role is overall quite small, as
DACCS accounts for 6% (1%–12% range) of 2020–
2050 emissions reductions globally across all assessed
pathways.

Across all scenarios, increased use of DACCS res-
ults in decreased use of removals via A/R (0–4.5 Gt
CO2 cumulatively until 2050) and BECCS (0–56.5 Gt
CO2 cumulatively until 2050). DACCS plays a role
beyond substitution, enabling less-stringent mitiga-
tion across sectors until mid-century, and resulting in
additional cumulative carbon removals compared to
scenarios without DACCS (3–41 Gt), most strongly
dependent on the global climate policy assumed in
each scenario (figure 3). In assessed 1.5 ◦C scenarios,
DACCS balances higher residual emissions in the
transport and energy supply sectors, while DACCS
in less stringent scenarios enables longer fossil-fuel
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Figure 2. Annual DACCS deployment until 2050 in all scenarios assessed in this study. Colors correspond to assumptions about
the maximum diffusion rates considered, with maximum rates applied regionally across all DACCS technologies (see SI section
1.1). In green are scenarios with a 5% maximum growth rate, in red are scenarios with a 10% maximum growth rate, and in
purple are scenarios where an additional 5% of growth can be achieved through additional investment. Markers delineate
scenarios by their corresponding long-term climate target and each individual trajectory corresponds to a set of unique
technoeconomic assumptions.

tails. Because DACCS competes strongly for electri-
city consumption, multiple aspects of the energy sys-
tem are affected globally. Across scenarios, total final
energy increases by between 2%–3% upon achiev-
ing net-zero CO2 emissions. Total electricity pro-
duction increases as well, most stringently for the
highest ambition scenarios at around 5% compared
to the same scenario without DAC. Electricity pro-
duced from biomass feedstocks is markedly reduced
in DACCS scenarios, where it is utilized at around
half the rate as scenarios without DAC, since it com-
petes in its role as a negative emission technology later
in the century. In 1.5 ◦C scenarios, electricity from
fossil fuels rapidly reduces to levels between 0%–35%
of their value in 2020 dependent on fuel type, with
an overall reduction in fossil fuel generated electri-
city of around 85%. In 2 ◦C mitigation scenarios,
fossil-generated electricity reduces at slower rates,
with ∼10 EJ more fossil-fueled electricity by mid-
century compared to 1.5 ◦C scenarios. Novel fuels
carriers like hydrogen are present at similar levels in
1.5 ◦C scenarios with and without DACCS, but we
see strong reductions in 2 ◦C scenarios as DACCS
consumes significant portions electricity for exotic
mitigation. Instead, fossil-based synthetic fuels enter
more strongly into the energy system to take up the
slack left by hydrogen-based fuels. These observations
again highlight the tradeoffs inherent in pursuance of

engineered carbon removals without strong policies
and R&D strategies to also mitigate residual emis-
sions.

We observe shifts in composition of mitigation
portfolios both regionally and by CDR approach
when we apply constraints on institutional capa-
city (figure 4). There is limited change in total car-
bon removal levels until mid-century in 1.5 ◦C and
2 ◦C scenarios, although a single scenario which
has favorable DACCS technoeconomic assumptions
does show a prominent net gain in removals when
including institutional factors. Overall use of DACCS
remains relatively consistent, though technoeco-
nomic assumptions drive differences in DACCS
deployment in 2 ◦C scenarios, while greater levels
of removals by A/R trade off with reduced levels of
removals via BECCS. The stringency of this tradeoff
is directly related to the stringency of the climate out-
come assessed. With the application of governance
limits on overall mitigation, land-based removals in
Latin America are greatly curtailed by 10%–15% in
1.5 ◦C high overshoot scenarios and 40%–50% in
2 ◦C scenarios. Reductions in overall removals also
are observed in Africa and are largely compensated
by additional removals in China and South and
South East Asia. Notably, additional removals are not
provided by Developed countries, unless very favor-
able cost estimates are assumed for DACCS.

5
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Figure 3. Values are shown for the changes in cumulative carbon dioxide removal across scenarios at 2030 (Panel (A)), 2040
(Panel (B)), and 2050 (Panel (C)) time points compared to a baseline scenario without DACCS achieving the same global climate
outcome. Three categories are highlighted for CDR from afforestation/reforestation, BECCS, and total CDR including DACCS.
Each individual dot represents a single scenario across all growth rate and technoeconomic assumptions assessed. The colors of
each dot correspond to the global climate target assumed in each scenario.

3.2. Feasibility of outcomes
NETs have been put forth as one way to enhance the
feasibility of deep mitigation pathways if traditional
mitigation options are not scaled up fast enough
(Bednar et al 2021). At the same time, the feasib-
ility of negative emissions in mitigation scenarios

has been questioned given large scale land availabil-
ity requirements (Fuss et al 2014, Buck 2016), high
energy demand (Babacan et al 2020), high level of
uncertainty of carbon storage deployment potentials
(Grant et al 2021), and lack of active deployment of
related technologies (Thoni et al 2020, Buylova et al
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Figure 4. Individual data points are shown comparing cumulative carbon dioxide removal between 2020 and 2050 in scenarios
with DACCS and constraints on institutional capacity to mitigate with cost-effective DACCS scenarios. Global values for A/R,
BECCS, DACCS, and total CDR are shown in Panel (A) and regional values are shown in Panel (B). Two climate policy targets are
displayed, 1.5 ◦C with high overshoot (IPCC C2) and likely 2 ◦C (IPCC C3), as 1.5 ◦C (IPCC C1) scenarios were only feasible
with governance constraints if DACCS is allowed to scale without a specified growth constraint (see figure 1). Regional definitions
are provided in SI table 8.

2021, Fuss and Johnsson 2021). Across our set of scen-
arios, we can quantify the scale and timing of the dif-
ferent trade-offs by focusing on a few key indicat-
ors from the framework proposed by Brutschin et al
(2021b). First, we focus on two main global indic-
ators: levels of energy produced by biomass and of
carbon capture and storage (CCS) assumed across
different scenarios. We then discuss in more detail
regional trade-offs along solar scale-up, as well as coal
phase-out. For all indicators we document in SI S4

the rationale behind proposed feasibility thresholds.
Across the main figures in this section, we mark in
blue a range where there is some indication in exist-
ing literature that this might be concerning from the
feasibility perspective (medium level of concern) and
in pink a range where there are concerns that reach-
ing such values might be extremely challenging (high
level of concern). In general, these thresholds focus
on technological potential for nascent technologies
whereas they are informed by historical precedence

7
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Figure 5. Panel (A) evaluates key scenarios in terms of the reported primary energy biomass in EJ yr−1 and Panel (B) in terms of
CCS in MtCO2 yr−1 from 2020 to 2050. Blue area indicates ranges that are assumed to be within the medium level of concern
from the feasibility perspective and pink area indicates ranges that assumed to display high level of concern at any year before
2050. DACCS governance scenario is assuming SSP1 trajectory in C2-1.5 ◦C high overshoot and SSP2 in C3-Below 2 ◦C. Grey
lines represent scenarios from the AR6 database for a given climate category (Byers et al 2022). The boxplots indicate the ranges
(25, 50 and 75 percentiles) for the year 2050 of the AR6 database scenarios.

for deployment and retirement rates of existing tech-
nologies. These thresholds should not be interpreted
as meaning that specific outcomes are feasible or not
in the real world, but rather indicate the strength of
possible challenges if current trends are maintained.

At the global level, we compare scenarios in this
study with scenarios that were included in the AR6
report. We find that all of our scenarios are gen-
erally further away from the concerning levels of

biomass deployment (Creutzig et al 2021), consist-
ent with sustainable SDG achievement, as shown in
figure 5. Only the assessed 1.5 ◦C scenario without
DACCS reaches concerning levels of biomass deploy-
ment (above 100 EJ yr−1, (Creutzig et al 2021))
already around 2040, while scenarios that include
DACCShave generally lower levels of biomass deploy-
ment (14 EJ yr−1 less for C1 and ca. 10 EJ yr−1 less
for C2 in 2050). Including DACCS can thus address

8
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the concerns about land availability and sustainab-
ility that are raised when BECCS is the only tech-
nological CDR option. This comes however at the
cost of requiring larger global deployment of carbon
storage technologies. Scenarios with DACCS require
around 4GtCO2 yr−1 higher capacity for CCS in 2050
as compared to scenarios with no DACCS to reach
1.5 ◦C, and ca. 2–2.5GtCO2 yr−1 higher capacity for
1.5 ◦C high overshoot and 2 ◦C. The 1.5 ◦C high
overshoot scenario with DACCS would also reach by
2050 the global CCS potential of 8.6 GtCO2 yr−1 that
was recently estimated by (Grant et al 2022) and thus
would challenge our assessed feasibility limits if stor-
age capacity cannot be scaled up fast enough in the
upcoming decades.

Building on the approach presented in Brutschin
et al (2021b) and drawing on recent insights from
other literature (Cherp et al 2021, Vinichenko et al
2021, 2023), we compare the regional and near-term
feasibility trade-offs of solar scale-up and coal phase-
out (see SI S4.3 for additional details and figures for
the wind scale-up). Our results, presented in figures 6
and 7, reveal two main patterns: (1) in the near term,
there is little difference in either indicator between
scenarios with and without DACCS, implying that
near-term DACCS scale up does not substantially
affect electric generation composition and highlight-
ing the need to effectively end coal electricity genera-
tion within the next decade to meet climate targets.
(2) Applying institutional capacity constraints shift
some of the major effort to scale-up solar and rap-
idly phase-out coal across regions from African and
Asian regions to other regions with higher institu-
tional capacity and can also shift effort across time.
For example, in the China and Centrally planned
Asia region, a major coal phase-out is delayed by
5–10 years, depending on the global climate target.
Overall, the scale of coal-phase out remains ambi-
tious even in the scenarios that account for gov-
ernance constraints compared to what was observed
in the past (Vinichenko et al 2023).While strong shifts
are observed in both African and Chinese regions,
we observe more muted effects in the South and
Southeast Asia region, as the electricity system is
still nascent compared to other regions. Our more
detailed analysis at the regional level from the feas-
ibility perspective is thus in line with our more gen-
eral observations that introducing DACCS has only a
limited effect on addressing key feasibility concerns
and allows for a minimal shift of effort towards more
developed regions but that there are near term tem-
poral and regional shifts in mitigation efforts when
taking regional heterogeneity into account.

3.3. Fairness of mitigation outcomes
The role of DACCS in making a cost-effective and
fair distribution of the remaining carbon budget

converge changes dependent on the ultimate cli-
mate objective reached and presence of institutional
capacity constraints, with fairer outcomes gener-
ally trending towards less stringent climate object-
ives (figure 8). Cumulative emissions for Developed
Regions are marginally lower in scenarios with
DACCS (−3 GtCO2 for C1 scenarios and −36 to
−14 GtCO2 for C2 scenarios), leaving marginally
more emissions space for Middle East and Africa (+2
GtCO2 for C1 scenarios, and +8 to +39 GtCO2 for
C2 scenarios). The relatively more muted effect for
the C1 scenarios is partially due to the slight shift
in the global net zero CO2 year (which is 5 years
earlier in the scenario with DACCS). Systematically
across scenarios, the inclusion of carbon debt can
have a stronger effect on equitable outcomes than
either inclusion of novel CDR or consideration of
institutional capacity. We observe a stronger model
response to the institutional capacity constraints in
the C2 pathways. For most developing regions, we
see a convergence between the cost-effective and
fair share estimates. However, the South and South
East Asia region is a notable exception—here, the
governance-constrained scenarios have lower cumu-
lative modeled cost-effective emissions compared to
those without, driven by the effect of the tapering
of the governance constraint leading to a rapid post-
2035 reduction in emissions for this region—see SI
S6.

We assess the isolated effect of including DACCS
and governance-based constraints and the effect of
including both, on the fairness outcomes of the
C3 scenarios (column 3 in figure 8). We identify
two broad archetypes when compared to the ‘No
DACCS, immediate global action’ case: (1) regions
with opposing trends across the ‘DACCS, immedi-
ate global action’ and ‘No DACCS, governance con-
strained action’ cases (South and South East Asia)
and (2) regions with reinforcing trends across the
‘DACCS, immediate global action’ and ‘No DACCS,
governance constrained action’ cases (China and
Centrally Planned Asia, Developed Regions, Middle
East and Africa, Latin America and the Caribbean).

The South and South East Asia region shows
opposing trends for the cases which include DACCS
and governance-based constraints. The case ‘DACCS,
immediate global action’ has higher emissions com-
pared to the case with ‘No DACCS, immediate global
action’ -the opposite is true for the ‘No DACCS, gov-
ernance constrained action’ case. The overall effect of
including both DACCS and governance constraints
is that the two effects cancel out to some extent.
For the other regions, we observe a reinforcement
of the ‘DACCS, immediate global action’ and ‘No
DACCS, governance constrained action’ cases, with
the two effects in conjunction (‘DACCS, governance
constrained action’) leading to a relative convergence
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Figure 6. Yearly growth rates of solar capacity are shown for the years 2030 (black, covering the period 2025–2030) and 2035
(grey, covering the period 2030–2035) for scenarios with and without DACCS as well as scenarios with and without governance
constraints (governance constrained action and immediate global action, respectively). Blue area indicates ranges that are
assumed to be within the medium level of concern (see SI S4) from the feasibility perspective and pink area indicates ranges that
assumed to display high level of concern in a given period. DACCS governance scenario is assuming SSP1 trajectory in C2-1.5 ◦C
high overshoot and SSP2 in C3-below 2 ◦C. Regional definitions are provided in SI table 8. We exclude Latin America and
Caribbean Region from this figure as it has already relatively high levels of renewable energy in electricity generation and the
growth rates observed there thus might not be comparable to other regions where a rapid near-term upscaling is expected.

between the modeled emissions and the fair bench-
marks. Overall, our results indicate that, irrespect-
ive of the inclusion of DACCS and governance con-
straints, large-scale international financial transfers
are necessary to achieve fair outcomes (Pachauri

et al 2022). However, enhanced action by developed
regions through additional carbon removal can
reduce the volume of such transfers.

Over a longer time horizon (i.e. after global net
zero CO2), the inclusion of DACCS can lead to higher
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Figure 7. Coal decline rates (reduction in coal share in total electricity generation in percentage points) are shown for the years
2025 (black, covering the period 2020–2025) and 2030 (grey, covering the period 2025–2030) for scenarios with and without
DACCS as well as scenarios with and without governance constraints (governance constrained action and immediate global
action, respectively). Blue area indicates ranges that are assumed to be within the medium level of concern and pink area indicates
ranges that assumed to display high level of concern in a given period. DACCS governance scenario is assuming SSP1 trajectory in
C2-1.5 ◦C high overshoot and SSP2 in C3-below 2 ◦C. Regional definitions are provided in SI table 8.

deployment of CDR in developed regions. After net-
zeroCO2 emissions,DACCS continues to be deployed
cost-effectively across world regions, especially within
the developed regions. Between the year of net zero
CO2 and 2100, developed regions provide 44% of
cumulative removals in C1 scenarios with DACCS

compared to 25% without DACCS. The correspond-
ing values for C2 scenarios are 42%–44% (with
DACCS) and 25% (without), and C3 scenarios, 43%–
47% (with DACCS) and 26% (without). The addi-
tional developed region CDR mainly replaces land-
use-related sequestration in Latin America and Asia.

11
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Figure 8. Comparing cumulative emissions to net zero CO2 across regions. We display the cumulative difference between the
model emissions output and the fair emissions estimation. We use two fair share estimations: the first allocates future global model
emissions to the regions on a cumulative per-capita basis, and the second adds to the first by accounting for historical carbon debt
(see SI for further details). Each column of this figure corresponds to a climate category (C1, C2, C3, with carbon budget
constraints of 500, 700, and 1000 Gt CO2 respectively). Each row corresponds to an assessed region, and regional definitions are
provided in SI table 8. Scenarios with and without DACCS as well as scenarios with and without governance constraints
(governance constrained action and immediate global Action, respectively) are assessed for each climate policy outcome.

4. Discussion and conclusion

It has become increasingly clear that net-NETs,
including novel CDR, will need to scale up to achieve
the most ambitious climate goals (IPCC 2022).
Scenarios assessed by the IPCC see cumulative carbon
removal levels for novel CDR between 110 and 790 Gt
CO2 (Smith et al 2023), and calls from both policy
makers and scientists have been raised to enhance the
understanding of the role of CDR across a variety of
mitigation futures. How and in what way CDR can
help address concerns about equitable mitigation in
particular are at the forefront of the climate-policy
debate (Mohan et al 2021).

We find that the role such new technologies can
play in enhancing the feasibility and fairness of overall
mitigation effort depends strongly on the desired cli-
mate outcome achieved. In our scenarios in-line with
a cost-effective 2 ◦C climate future, DACCS deployed
in developed economies and China indeed releases
mitigation stress in developing regions, most notably
Latin America and Africa. In scenarios which achieve
the 1.5 ◦C limit of the Paris Agreement, however,
we observe similar mitigation effort levels with and
without DACCS in the 2030s and 2040s and find that
scenarios with institutional constraints cannot limit
warming to 1.5 ◦C without unrealistic assumptions
on DACCS growth. Thus, while novel CDR could
provide tradeoffs with the residual emissions in sec-
tors with the highest marginal abatement costs, they

are not a substitute for strong and sustained gross
emissions reductions in the next two decades, nor
is developed country deployment of negative emis-
sion technologies a substitute for their supporting
developing countries financially and with technology
transfers, as laid out in the Paris Agreement.

We also investigate how novel CDR can address
political risks, by assessing scenarios in which regions’
ability to mitigate evolve in conjunction with their
respective institutional capacity through projected
governance indicators. While our representation of
this risk is stylized, it already highlights the exist-
ence of important tradeoffs and the need to fur-
ther incorporate political science insights in global
mitigation analyses (Peng et al 2021, Brutschin and
Andrijevic 2022). Our analysis shows that novel CDR
can keep some climate targets within reach when
accounting for such risks, but that enhancing insti-
tutional capacity is necessary for limiting warming to
1.5 ◦C. Further, our results suggest that institutional
capacity to implement environmental policies, reg-
ulations, and legislation is critical to keep warming
well below 2 ◦C if new forms of CDR fail to material-
ize. Accordingly, our findings imply that support and
increasing institutional capacity and creating nurtur-
ing environments for strongermitigation implement-
ation in less-developed countries can have a stronger
role for enabling achievement of the Paris LTTG than
depending on developed economies to deploy CDR
at multi-gigaton scale. In other words, achieving the
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goals of the Paris Agreement may require aspects bey-
ond the material and monetary transfers explicitly
mentioned in its text, including capacity building of
political institutions.

Critically, we find that even when accounting for
both the possible future evolution of novel CDR tech-
nologies together with risks inherent in future insti-
tutional capabilities to mitigate, overall outcomes do
not necessarily become ‘fair’. For scenarios we assess
adhering to the 1.5 C temperature limit of the Paris
Agreement (Rajamani and Werksman 2018), we find
that the inclusion of DACCS has no impact on near-
term required global mitigation ambition, with negli-
gible change in 2030 emissions reductions. Additional
carbon removals in developed economies account for
only a small component of the mitigation necessary
to achieve stringent climate targets and cannot com-
pensate for the historical emissions from developed
regions when equitable considerations include con-
cepts of carbon debt.

The inability of DACCS to enhance macro fair-
ness of outcomes, like cumulative carbon emissions,
in 1.5 ◦C scenarios speaks to the global nature of
the required mitigation effort and the lack of ‘wiggle
room’ available to meet this goal. This reinforces
the notion that meeting global climate targets is a
global effort requiring an ‘all-of-the-above’ mitiga-
tion strategy. Even under strong assumptions of the
availability of novel CDR, meeting stringent climate
targets implies significant financial transfers from
developed to developing regions to make overall out-
comes fair (Pachauri et al 2022). We find, however,
that engineered removals can play a role in making
the post-peak temperature stabilization (or decline)
phase more equitable, thus the full timeframe under
which accounting takes place is critical for exploring
fair outcomes that are agreeable bymost Parties to the
UNFCCC.

While our findings are robust across multiple
dimensions of the scenarios we asses here, there
remain limitations to our approach which can be
improved by further modeling efforts. The core of
our IAM framework is a partial-equilibrium model
which solves a cost-minimizing energy, economic,
and environmental system. Other approaches include
identifying feasible solutions in the optimal neigh-
borhood (Price and Keppo 2017), which can identify
trade-offs between increased costs (e.g. investments)
and more equitable outcomes in some sectorial
and regional contexts (Neumann 2021, Vågerö and
Zeyringer 2023). We additionally do not consider
all aspects of equity, most notably regarding the
unequal distribution of climate impacts in our scen-
arios. Further incorporating climate impacts in scen-
arios is an area of ongoing research (vanMaanen et al
2023) and could result in higher CDR levels (Gazzotti
et al 2021) in developed regions than we assess here.

Our work provides only a first estimate of the
technoeconomic and political feasibility of different
mitigation futures focusing on novel CDR while
considering tradeoffs with equitable outcomes. And
while others have assessed some of these aspects
(Strefler et al 2021), we see significant opportunity
for future research to explore these concepts further.
There is a clear need for the modeling community
to assess the role of novel CDR in a structured way
to better understand robust outcomes and insights
versus observations related to a given model frame-
work or approach. How development of the form-
ative phase of technological adoption of novel CDR
technologies can enhance overall uptake and diffu-
sion remains under explored. And most notably, in
what ways these aspects can be explicitly included
in scenario design to arrive at more equitable out-
comes while incorporating political realities of the
capabilities of governments and institutions to enact
strong climate policy remains a fruitful area of future
research.
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